
Dear Jim, 	 1/9/90 
It was by accident only that 1  did not include this 4/6/89 letter with those I sent to'Noschella. In it, quite o4viously, in advance of the feet .,- was notifying him of the existence of relevant and withheld records that he so grossly lied about in his 12/15/89. 

41thpugh I'm not as utterly exhausted as I was immediately after this last oper-ation I'm not very able and I've had considerable difficulty staying asleep. This morning, like yesterday, I was up at 1:30. But both mornings I was able to fool my body by taking gismos a nap, fully dressed. This morning the cause may be the considerable itching along the cut down the entire sternum one point of which was slow heaking. I may learn more tomorrow when I go back to hopkins for some nests and further examinations and Suppose more or less of a discharge consultation. 
Ip6 sure this is how I managed to miss the one letter I sent to Aoschella and the several copied of which I provide herewith. They were all together for me to write them about after the passing Ie of some time only under something I didn't lift. That is how I didn't see them. 

There may be other relevant letters that I've filed. When I feel up tp that I'll compare what I've sent him and you with the file. I'm pretty sure that I got nothing else of any consequence and that there was no real response to what I sent in. There almost never was. 

There were a few other things on CIIMK, abput which they still insist on a phony national security claim after more than 50 yea's. I remember them coming and my filing them. But there are also what the FBI would regard as embarrasssing records relating to CLICK that remain withheld. These range from some of our/my exposes of Nazis involving our own people and their finks to Hoovertis letter praising my writing. All this 	referred to in the correspondence but earlier and I'm sure i have copied if you donut. 
These things should make it apparent even to the FBI that it without any question did lie in Noschella's 12/15/89 and that it is a rather large, in context, lie, the reason, rather one of the reasons, I use1that word if only one time. I don't think that or any-thing else will persuade the hoscheallas to admit a mietake and correct it and thus I think even more than if and when presented to a court even the kinds of judges the Reaganites have inflicted on the nation might have a bit of trouble ignoring so significant and gamma gross a lie. and they do have the relevant records they've not even bothered to deny having during the years. I've writ 	them about those withheld records. (I do think that this underscores for you the probe 	you have in suing FBI/DJ, when they lie so regularly and unashamedly.) 

We may be iced in. Still before daylight. So there may be a late postmark on this. I'm not permitted to drive and I'm not to be out when it is below feeezing. .4() I've not yet walked to the mailbox. A neighbor or the medical technologist brings the papers in and put5the rail out but the technologist isn t coming today and besides, til won't have made the copies by then. 

If Congress gets interested in FOIA again, paryicularly with the earlier history before the Senate, the records of the agencies with me is quite a redord that should Oake for a good hearing and be informative to the "ongress and others on their behavior with regard to the polities' assassinations. 
Sorry,I should have remembered to put my old glasses on. Something seems to have happened to my eyes on close things and the new glasses are not as good for what is close. I've taken this up at &east five times with the local  oethalmalogist, have the thitd lenses in a year and they are still wrong on close work. 	 get to that whArl can but meanwhile, my spology far Tiene than usutil typing. 

zest, 


